20            THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
besides the physical, and when sufficiently evolved by
repeated incarnations can unfold new senses, acquire
higher powers of mind, observe the phenomena of nature
in finer matter and understand the underlying laws.
But in every science a student must be qualified to
study and must have the necessary time and capacity if he
wants to know at first hand. Similarly, a student of
Theosophical science must have reached a certain stage
in evolution and must have his physical, astral and mental
bodies well purified to act as perfect instruments for
research into the worlds of subtler matter.   In fact
Modern Theosophy is defined as a synthesis of the
essential truths of religion, science and philosophy.
Q. The departments of religion and science have been
explained, but what does Theosophy teach of philosophy ?
Ans. (t To reach the knowledge of the One is the aim
of every philosophy", said Bruno.   Philosophy is the
knowledge of Unity by the Reason, apart from the
multiplicity of objects ; Science is merely the observation
of objects by means of the senses. Only he who knows
the Unity is a philosopher. tc Such a one," said Plato,
(t I esteem as a God."
Theosophy is a philosophy of life and explains
that the solar system is a magnificent manifestation of the
Divine Life with man as a part of it. It states that man
as seen by developed faculties is not a body having a soul,
but is a soul and has a body—in fact several bodies, to
act as vehicles in various worlds.  There are several
worlds interpenetrating one another and simultaneously
present with us here all the time, though in our waking
consciousness we are aware of only the lowest world, the
physical. Man progresses life after life under the Laws
of Reincarnation and Karma till he realises the unity of

